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scientist out to protect the citizens of the city, initiates his biggest, and most controversial experiment to date.
Project Nitro. Five individuals are transformed into super-powered biohumans. Each with their own unique
abilities to better help their cause. Together, they must fight through the ranks of The Blades, to reach their
mysterious leader and stop whatever The Blades have planned for Lattice Light. However, with dangerous
chemicals, new technology, and super-powered villains lining the streets, The Nitros will need to master their
abilities and perfect the art of teamwork in order to survive and finally bring the reign of The Blades to an end.

RWBY: Official Manga Anthology, Vol. 2-Various Edited by Haikasoru,Monty Oum 2018-08-21 The heiress to
the Schnee Dust Company is not someone to underestimate just because of her privileged background. These
tales show how tough Weiss is—and how real. From a team of exciting new manga artists comes the second
volume in a series of short story collections showcasing Ruby, Weiss, Blake and Yang! -- VIZ Media

RWBY (2019-) #4-Marguerite Bennett 2019-10-09 On her way home, Blake Belladonna reminisces about her
time in the White Fang and her relationship with Adam Taurus, one of the people who attacked Beacon Academy.
Was the attack on Beacon Blake's fault?

RWBY: Official Manga Anthology, Vol. 1-Monty Oum 2018-05-15 Ruby may be team leader, but she's got
insecurities just like the rest of us. In fact, her worries run deep. These stories show how Ruby overcomes her
shortcomings to be a true hero—and what drives her to do it! From a team of exciting new manga artists comes
the first volume in a series of short story collections showcasing Ruby, Weiss, Blake and Yang! -- VIZ Media

RWBY (2019-) #10-Marguerite Bennett 2020-01-15 Ruby must find her way through a maze in an effort to find
her strength again after Qrow goes down on a mission with Team RNJR.

RWBY: Official Manga Anthology, Vol. 3-Monty Oum 2018-11-20 Blake used to be a freedom fighter for her
people, suppressed by humans for years. She’s a hero—but she's also a teen girl who just wants to fit in with her
friends. These stories highlight her awesome personality, from serious to silly. From a team of exciting new
manga artists comes the third volume in a series of short story collections showcasing Ruby, Weiss, Blake and
Yang! -- VIZ Media

Fairy Tales of Remnant (RWBY)-E. C. Myers 2020-09-15 Don't miss this gorgeous, gift-worthy collection of
RWBY fairy tales, straight from the show writers and E.C. Myers!

Wolverine: Savage Origins- 2018-07-03 Discovered as a feral mutant prowling the wilds! Recruited as a covert
operative by a secretive government agency! Destined to pursue a dream of peaceful coexistence between man
and mutant! Witness the birth of the Wolverine as the man called Logan makes his journey from animalistic
wildling to beloved X-Man. Including Logan's first blockbuster battle with the Hulk, as well as pivotal appearances
by Sabretooth and Wendigo, this blood-splattered tale features a contemporary retelling of the Clawed Canuck's
formative years! INCLUDES BONUS MATERIAL

RWBY: Official Manga Anthology, Vol. 3-Rooster Teeth Productions 2018-11-20 Straight from Rooster Teeth’s
hit animation series, a new four-volume anthology series featuring stories from various manga creators, each
focusing on a different member of Team RWBY! The world of Remnant is filled with horrific monsters bent on the
destruction of humanity. Fortunately, the kingdoms of the world have risen to combat these forces by training
powerful Huntsmen and Huntresses at academies around the planet. Ruby Rose, Weiss Schnee, Blake Belladonna
and Yang Xiao Long are four such Huntresses in training. Blake used to be a freedom fighter for her people,
suppressed by humans for years. She’s a hero—but she's also a teen girl who just wants to fit in with her friends.
These stories highlight her awesome personality, from serious to silly. From a team of exciting new manga artists
comes the third volume in a series of short story collections showcasing Ruby, Weiss, Blake and Yang!

Splatoon: Squid Kids Comedy Show, Vol. 1-Hideki Goto 2020-07-14 All-new adventures set in the world of the
hit Nintendo video games! Wacky short adventures based on the hit Nintendo games! New Inklings take center
stage as they and their friends embark on hilarious escapades in the world of Splatoon, the popular video game
series from Nintendo!

RWBY: Official Manga Anthology, Vol. 4-Monty Oum 2019-02-19 These stories, ranging from silly to serious,
all star Yang, Ruby's fiercly loyal big sister with a stern but sensitive personality and tough-as-nails battle skills
(with attitude to match)! From a team of exciting new manga artists comes the fourth volume in a series of short
story collections showcasing Ruby, Weiss, Blake and Yang! -- VIZ Media

Zombies Assemble Vol. 2 Manga- 2018-02-13 The Avengers face a threat even bigger and more menacing than
they could have imagined as the stakes are raised in the race to cure the zombie outbreak! Caught in a massive
explosion, Captain America, Hawkeye and Iron Man wake up in the midst of a city overrun by zombies.
Miraculously, they find they haven't been turned, though they come face-to-face with Jasper Scott - a mysterious
scientist who claims to have a cure for the virus. But who is he really, and does he actually possess the antivirus
that Bruce Banner has been struggling to create? More important: Is the Hulk immune to the zombie plague?
Marvel's English-language adaptation of the original blockbuster manga series rolls on! Presented in the original
black and white and right-to-left reading orientation. COLLECTING: ZOMBIES ASSEMBLE 2 1-4

RWBY: Official Manga Anthology, Vol. 5-Rooster Teeth Productions 2021-07-20 Team JNPR stars in this short
story collection based on Rooster Teeth's hit animation series! The world of Remnant is filled with horrific
monsters bent on the destruction of humanity. Fortunately, the kingdoms of the world have risen to combat these
forces by training powerful Huntsmen and Huntresses at academies around the planet. Ruby Rose, Weiss Schnee,
Blake Belladonna and Yang Xiao Long are four such Huntresses in training. Thrilling and silly stories featuring
Team JNPR! Team RWBY is not the only group of Hunters and Huntresses in the world of Remnant! Get to know
Jaune Arc, Nora Valkyrie, Pyrrha Nikos and Lie Ren, one of the strongest—and most fun—teams of Grimm
Hunters in the hit series RWBY! From a team of exciting new manga artists comes the fifth volume in a series of
short story collections, this time showcasing Team JNPR!

Ping Pong, Vol. 1-Taiyo Matsumoto 2020-05-19 Ace high school table tennis players push their passion to the
limit in this story of self-discovery, told by Eisner Award winner Taiyo Matsumoto. Makoto “Smile” Tsukimoto
doesn’t smile even though he’s got a natural talent for playing ping pong. As one of the best players in school, all
hopes are on him to win the regional high school tournament, but winning is not what Smile really wants to do.
Will the fierce competition to be number one bring out his best or drive him away from the game? Ping Pong is
Taiyo Matsumoto’s masterwork reflection on friendship and self-discovery, presented here in two volumes,
featuring color art, the bonus story Tamura and an afterward by the original Japanese series editor. Translated by
Michael Arias, director of Tekkonkinkreet. Makoto “Smile” Tsukimoto and his friend Yutaka “Peco” Hoshino have
been playing table tennis since they were kids, but as they enter high school, they find that the game has
changed. Seeing potential in them that they themselves don’t fully realize, the coach recruits them for the school
team. Bringing out their best will mean challenging the top players from rival schools in the summer tournament,
including an ace Chinese exchange student who almost made the Olympic team. With the pressure on, can Smile
and Peco take the heat and make it into the finals?

The World of RWBY-Daniel Wallace 2019-10-08 The official behind-the-scenes guide to the acclaimed animated
series. The definitive companion to the hit animated series, The World of RWBY is the ultimate celebration of a
pop-culture phenomenon. Go behind the scenes with exclusive commentary from Rooster Teeth and explore the
show’s creation through in-depth interviews with the writers, animators and voice artists. With comprehensive
analysis of key characters and iconic episodes, and showcasing stunning visuals from the series, this is the musthave book for RWBY fans around the world.

RWBY-Shirow Miwa 2018-01-16 Ruby, Weiss, Blake and Yang are students at Beacon Academy, learning to
protect the world of Remnant from the fearsome Grimm! -- VIZ Media

RWBY (2019-) #7-Marguerite Bennett 2019-11-27 Yang reminisces about an adventure with Blake during their
time at Beacon Academy.

Before the Dawn (RWBY, Book 2)-E. C. Myers 2020-07-21 In the future-fantasy world of RWBY, Rooster
Teeth's hit animated webseries, teens train to become warriors. Join the fight in this epic official, original novel
from E.C. Myers and RWBY's head writers!

Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid Vol. 1-coolkyousinnjya 2016-10-18 Miss Kobayashi lives in an ordinary
apartment, along with her new maid, Tohru...a dragon girl! Tohru despises all humans except for Miss Kobayashi,
who she adores. Tohru works diligently to serve her beloved mistress, but there are a lot of little things that she
can't seem to quite get right... Take a peek into the daily life of a hard-working office lady and her inept dragon
maid in this inhumanly delightful comedy!

RWBY-Monty Oum 2019 The world of Remnant is filled with horrific monsters bent on the destruction of
humanity. Fortunately, the kingdoms of the world have risen to combat these forces by training powerful
Huntsmen and Huntresses at academies around the planet. Ruby Rose, Weiss Schnee, Blake Belladonna and Yang
Xiao Long are four such Huntresses in training. Blake used to be a freedom fighter for her people, suppressed by
humans for years. She's a hero but she's also a teen girl who just wants to fit in with her friends. These stories
highlight her awesome personality, from serious to silly. From a team of exciting new manga artists comes the
third volume in a series of short story collections showcasing Ruby, Weiss, Blake and Yang!
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Indigo Angel Oracle Cards-Charles Vitue 2013-07-15 Indigos are strong-willed, intuitive leaders with innate
spiritual skills, including the ability to clearly recognize the truth. Yet, in this complicated world, even Indigos
need assistance in knowing the next step to take in their mission, as well as relationships and other areas. In this
guidebook to accompany the Indigo Angel Oracle Cards, Doreen Virtue and Charles Virtue explain the meaning of
each of the 44 cards in the deck, presenting angelic guidance specifically for Indigo children and adults . . . along
with their parents and teachers.

After the Fall (RWBY, Book #1)-E. C. Myers 2019-06-25 In the future-fantasy world of RWBY, Rooster Teeth's
hit animated webseries, teens train to become warriors. Join the fight in this epic official, original novel from EC
Myers and RWBY's head writers!

Rwby-Marguerite Bennett 2020-08-11 Explore the world of Remnant through the eyes (fists, swords, etc.) of the
huntress team RWBY! Get combat ready, RWBY fans! A new spin on the wild, action-packed anime series is
painting the town red like roses! Follow Ruby Rose, Weiss Schnee, Blake Belladonna, and Yang Xiao Long (a.k.a.
Team RWBY) as they protect their world of Remnant from a plague of fearsome monsters called Grimm. After a
devastating tragedy shatters the once-mighty Beacon Academy, Team RWBY is pulled apart, with each member
undergoing a grueling journey of self-discovery. Can they find the strength to face their inner demons and reunite
against an imminent evil assembling a growing army of Grimm? RWBY Vol. 1 expands on the events of Volume 4
from the award-winning animated series, unveiling more in-depth storylines and backstory that couldn't make it to
the screen. With acclaimed writer Marguerite Bennett (Batwoman, DC Comics: Bombshells) and artists Mirka
Andolfo (DC Comics: Bombshells, Hex Wives, Wonder Woman) and Arif Prianto (Deathstroke) leading the charge,
this exciting new adventure will give new and existing RWBY fans plenty of high-flying entertainment!

Awaken Your Indigo Power-Doreen Virtue 2016-11-15 The generation of Indigos —the bright, intuitive, strongwilled children born from the mid-1970s on —are now adults, and they have fresh healing information to teach!
Doreen Virtue and her Indigo son Charles Virtue (co-authors of the Indigo Angel Oracle Cards) explain the
Indigos’ group purpose of bringing truth and integrity to our planet, and show how this new energy is beneficial
to us all. You will learn how to: • Harness the Indigo intensity for positive healing purposes • Overcome fears
related to leadership and being authentic • Superpower your life by hearing, speaking, and living your inner truth
Doreen and Charles discuss how the new energy that the Indigos have brought to our planet enables all of us to
heal physically and emotionally at a faster rate. Whether you’re an Indigo yourself or a parent or caretaker of one,
this book will usher into your life new levels of understanding, peace, and purpose.

The Young Master’s Revenge-Meca Tanaka 2018-09-04 Leo has been trying to get the down-to-earth Tenma to
fall in love with him, but she’s remained immune to his advances. In his dreams, Leo meets a younger version of
himself who guides him into his past to reveal his true feelings for Tenma. But even with the purest of motives,
can Leo ever win her heart? -- VIZ Media

Himouto! Umaru-chan Vol. 5-Sankakuhead 2019-05-28 Taihei knows Umaru is just a liiiiittle obsessed with
video games. But when a new game drops and her obsession reaches unexpected heights, he starts getting
worried. Can he run interference before things get out of hand?

Syrup: A Yuri Anthology Vol. 3-Milk Morinaga 2021-04-20 THE FIRST NIGHT That special night when bodies
and hearts are joined for the first time... In the third volume of this yuri anthology, Syrup draws back the veil on
the first night of women’s love—whether it’s unexpected, long-anticipated, bittersweet, or joyful.

Now Loading...!-Mikanuji 2019-01-29 '" Takagi just started her dream job at a gaming company! Not only that,
but she''ll be working for her idol, the famous game designer Sakurazuki Kaori! When Takagi finally meets her
hero, she''s in for a shock: Sakurazuki is harsh, blunt, and better at playing video games than dealing with people.
As Takagi and Sakurazuki work together, the two women grow closer and even fall in love. Can they keep it
professional, or will the whole workplace find out? "'

Dogs: Prelude-Shirow Miwa 2009-04-14 R to L (Japanese Style) Boasting furious action, switchback plotting,
magnetic characters and dazzling art, Dogs tells the story of four individuals struggling to survive a dystopian
urban future by gun and sword and courage and luck. Haine, the “Stray Dog”: a cipher of a young man with a
mysterious metal collar bolted to his neck and a disturbing talent for mayhem. Badou: a hired gun for petty jobs

Go Nitro-Jeremy N Dooley 2019-05-16 A thrilling sci-fi, superhero novel, where in the distant future, a gang of
thieves and murderers called The Blades have begun their assault on Lattice Light City. Dr. Phillip Redman, a
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legal and non, whose reckless façade hides a serious intent. Naoto: a preternaturally skilled swordswoman
searching for the assassin who cut down her family and mentor. Mihai: a middle-aged former hitman, trying live a
quiet life but haunted by the deaths of his lover and protégé. Driven by their ghosts—both dead and alive—and a
desire for truth, all are inexorably drawn to the “Underground,” the dark and dangerous sector below the city that
holds all the secrets—but secrets that can only be had for a price.

Kisses. One by one, monkeys add to the jungle fun—swinging from palm trees, hiding in an Indian market, and
playing from sundown to sun-up! This playful Step 1 features a rhyming text with a bouncy rhythm and bright
illustrations.

I Go Quiet-David Ouimet 2020-03-03 An introverted young girl finds her voice through reading and the power of
imagination in this stunning debut picture book. How do you find your voice, when no one seems to be listening?
In David Ouimet’s spellbinding debut, a young girl struggles to make herself heard, believing she is too
insignificant and misunderstood to communicate with the people in her life. Anxious about how she thinks she
should look and speak, the girl stays silent, turning to books to transport her to a place where she is connected to
the world, and where her words hold power. As she soon discovers, her imagination is not far from reality, and the
girl realizes that when she is ready to be heard, her voice will ring loud and true. Ouimet’s stirring and haunting
illustrations masterfully capture how it feels to be a lonely, self-conscious child unsure of how to claim a space in
the world.

Val x Love, Vol. 9-Ryosuke Asakura 2020-08-25 The mysterious maiden... ...fully disrobed! Just when Mutsumi
found an ally in her quest to support her family through wealth and fame, it turns out Niina's...sleeping with the
enemy?! And when Yggdrasil goes berserk in the middle of the city, it's time for Takuma and Shino to take their
relationship to the next level...But is their love strong enough to stop the rampage?

RWBY (2019-) #5-Marguerite Bennett 2019-10-23 Schnee Manor is more like a prison than a home to Weiss.
Trapped in a place she wants nothing to do with, Weiss reflects on her time at Beacon Academy.

Edgar Cayce's Famous Black Book-Edgar Cayce 2018-08-01 Imagine being able to ask the sleeping Edgar a
question on almost any topic? Thumbing through his “famous black book” is like stepping back into Cayce’s time
to gain wisdom straight from the source of universal consciousness that he was known to access. For decades, the
Cayce “readings” have stood the test of time, research, and extensive study. Most of the readings dealt with
physical health, but countless other topics were explored and included in this volume: dreams, intuition, ancient
civilizations, meditation, karma and grace, reincarnation, and much more.

Protecting Information Assets and IT Infrastructure in the Cloud-Ravi Das 2019-04-30 Today, many
businesses and corporations are moving their on premises IT Infrastructure to the Cloud. There are numerous
advantages to do doing so, including on-demand service, scalability, and fixed pricing. As a result, the Cloud has
become a popular target of cyber-based attacks. Although an ISP is often charged with keeping virtual
infrastructure secure, it is not safe to assume this. Back-up measures must be taken. This book explains how to
guard against cyber-attacks by adding another layer of protection to the most valuable data in the Cloud:
customer information and trade secrets.

Daughters of Chivalry-Kelcey Wilson-Lee 2019-10-01 Virginal, chaste, humble, patiently waiting for rescue by
brave knights and handsome princes: this idealized—and largely mythical—notion of the medieval noblewoman
still lingers. Yet the reality was very different, as Kelcey Wilson-Lee shows in this vibrant account of the five
daughters of Edward I, often known as Longshanks.The lives of these sisters—Eleanora, Joanna, Margaret, Mary
and Elizabeth—ran the gamut of experiences open to royal women in the Middle Ages. Edward’s daughters were
of course expected to cement alliances and secure lands and territory by making great dynastic marriages, or
endow religious houses with royal favor. But they also skillfully managed enormous households, navigated choppy
diplomatic waters, and promoted their family’s cause throughout Europe—and had the courage to defy their royal
father. They might never wear the crown in their own right, but they were utterly confident of their crucial role in
the spectacle of medieval kingship.Drawing on a wide range of contemporary sources, Daughters of Chivalry
offers a rich portrait of these formidable women, seeing them—at long last—shine from out of the shadows,
revealing what it was to be a princess in the Age of Chivalry.

Skidding Into Oblivion-Brian Hodge 2019-02-19 We each inhabit many worlds, often at the same time. From
worlds on the inside, to the world on a cosmic scale. Worlds imposed on us, and worlds of our own making. In
time, though, all worlds will end. Bear witness: After the death of their grandmother, two cousins return to their
family’s rural homestead to find a community rotting from the soul outward, and a secret nobody dreamed their
matriarch had been keeping. The survivors of the 1929 raid on H.P. Lovecraft’s town of Innsmouth hold the key to
an anomalous new event in the ocean, if only someone could communicate with them. The ultimate snow day
turns into the ultimate nightmare when it just doesn’t stop. An extreme metal musician compels his harshest critic
to live up to the hyperbole of his trolling. With the last of a generation of grotesquely selfish city fathers on his
deathbed, the residents of the town they doomed exercise their right to self-determination one last time. As
history repeats itself and the world shivers through a volcanic winter, a group gathers around the shore of a
mountain lake to once again invoke the magic that created the world’s most famous monster. With Skidding Into
Oblivion, his fifth collection, award-winning author Brian Hodge brings together his most concentrated
assortment yet of year’s best picks and awards finalists, with one thing in common: It’s the end of the world as we
know it . . . and we don’t feel fine at all.

JoJo's Bizarre Adventure: Part 3--Stardust Crusaders-Hirohiko Araki 2018-11-06 A multigenerational tale of
the heroic Joestar family and their never-ending battle against evil! The legendary Shonen Jump series is now
available in deluxe editions featuring color pages and newly drawn cover art! JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure is a
groundbreaking manga famous for its outlandish characters, wild humor and frenetic battles. JoJo and friends find
themselves facing one of the strangest foes of all—an enemy that can transport them into the world of video
games! Can they get enough extra lives before its “Game Over”? Meanwhile, Polnareff enters the house of evil as
he battles for his life in DIO’s lair!

Twelve Upon a Time... October-Edward Galluzzi 2012-07-04 This October bedside story is entitled Trick or
Treat with Bitty the Bat. It looks at the tradition of Halloween through the eyes of creature friends. This October
bedside story and all the stories are written to further the imagination of children and to strengthen the parent
and child bond through the sharing of heartwarming, silly, absurd and believably impossible tales.

Monkey Play-Alyssa Satin Capucilli 2012-08-07 Monkey Plays is an energetic companion to Bear Hugs and Panda
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